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- our user needs study

- priorities based on that

- simplifying and integrating search & discovery

- putting ourselves where the users are:
- RSS feeds, podcasting, LibX and other browser 
extensions, community features

Outline



As we were planning for the future,
some questions came up.









where do libraries fit?



Do our users use Google Scholar instead of our systems?



Should libraries be focusing
 on improving our user interfaces 

if people mainly use Google Scholar?



What is our role?

Where should we put our 
money and time and effort?



We wanted to find out what our students REALLY do.



So we studied their information-seeking 
habits in the context of real life.











In the past we’ve done usability tests 
of our systems, one by one.





But that only tells us how each system works or doesn’t 
work for them, once they’ve found it and are using it.



It helps us “put lipstick on pigs.”

(as Roy Tennant says about customizing your OPAC screens)



So we turn to...
anthropology



Thanks, University of Rochester!



If you can’t follow the users around all day in their 
environment, instead you can give them a “cultural probe.”





We called it the “photo/diary study.”



16 undergrads + 16 grad students 
volunteered to track 

their information-seeking behavior 
for one week.



in-depth interviews



Their photos, screen shots, and a diary of what they did
helped them tell us the story.



Some things we observed.



Everyone was busy
and sleep-deprived.

Especially undergrads.



grad student goals

- research & thesis
- current awareness
- conference presentations & publishing
- helping the lab function
- networking
- job search



undergrad student goals

- complete their course work 
- current awareness
- participate in MIT clubs & social activities
- research



goals, tasks, methods







They had a tendency to start with 
sources they were familiar with.





and with sources recommended by 
a trusted network of people. 



family

friends

colleagues

advisors

roommates



not librarians



also common:

- figuring it out themselves



that’s the culture at MIT



They used a wide variety of sources.



Google e-books

textbooks

MIT Open Courseware

Amazon

Google Scholar

Google Print

Google maps



Google

library databases

e-books

textbooks

MIT Open Courseware

social science data sets
Amazon

Google Scholar

Google Print

Google maps

web sites of other universities

personal libraries



Google

library databases

e-books

textbooks

old course notes

MIT Open Courseware

lab notebooks

social science data sets
Amazon

Google Scholar

Google Print

Google maps

personal contacts (people)

web sites of other universities

personal libraries



usually began with Google.



Almost everyone had a few favorite resources.



They tended to reuse their favorites, 
rather than try new ones.



Many students did their TOPICAL discovery
 in non-library sources.



then came to the library to look up the items they found.



Looking up known items in our systems
usually worked well.







Students frequently needed
 to discover information about a topic. 



and that didn’t always work so well.



Undergrads mainly looked for
 information related to courses they were taking.



Often a few good sources were enough.



In those cases, people get what’s convenient to get.



Graduate students
looked for information related to their research.



- more difficult and time-consuming.

- highly-specific topics.

- needed more depth and comprehensiveness.



1. trouble with knowing where to look

2. trouble with effectively searching the
 sources they used



They spent a large amount of time
 with varying degrees of success.



Sometimes used “brute force” methods.

VERY time consuming



from our point of view as librarians

“if they had only known about X!”

(fill in the blank)



from their point of view:

They often thought that’s how it had to be.



Also:

They used a wide variety of methods
for “personal info management.”

i.e., organizing what they found



They spend a lot of time
doing this (in creative ways).



Most students are suffering from information overload.



Another thing:

We conducted a large library survey this past year
 with a very high response rate.



one of the findings:

users want us to simplify search,
felt there were

too many starting points



Too many starting points



Too many starting points



Too many starting points



Too many starting points



Another finding:

They are not aware of many of the services we provide 
beyond the obvious ones.



so what are we going to do?



Priorities

- integrate search & discovery

and

- put ourselves where users are



Project SimpLR





Integrate search + discovery



We can aggregate content we own:

- catalog
- MIT research (DSpace)
- image collections
- archives
- future digital repositories



licensed content: 
for that we need Metalib

our own metadata repositories:
for that we need a metadata aggregator 

with guided navigation



Examples:

- Endeca
- Seamark’s Siderean
- Dieselpoint
- Primo (ExLibris) - under development
- Flamenco (open source, UC Berkely)
- Rochester XC - early planning stages



We need “federated search” for content we license:

Metalib + X-server
(custom interface)



We could make it look like all one thing.



one search box

Primo demo slides



results from different “silos” - Barton, Vera, etc.

Primo demo slides



Facets improve findability of it all.







Facets

which facets appear 
is dynamic, 
depending on the 
search

Narrow results by:

Type

- MIT Research: DSpace (9)
- Web pages (25)

- Images (43)
- Online resources (16)
- On shelf (available) (56)
- show more...

- Introductory resources (43)

Date

2000 - present
1990 - 2000

1980 - 1990

1970 - 1980

1960 - 1970

Show more...

User tags

Show more...

Course 12.307
katrina

politics

bush

disaster

neworleans

weather

maps

- Aero/Astro (13)
- Barker (123)
- Dewey (67)
- Rotch (55)
- Science (203)

- Online resources (88)



putting ourselves where users are



What about people who never come to us?

All those people using Google
 and going directly to the journals?



We embed ourselves where users are.



This supports and extends their work practice.



They support the way users want to work.

Successful products extend the work practice.

Contextual Design : A Customer-Centered Approach 
to Systems Designs

by Karen Holtzblatt



We should support and extend their current practice
 of using other systems for discovery and coming to us to 

find the items they discovered.



We are already embedded in Google Scholar via SFX.







Students like that.



Let’s do more things like that.



If they start with Amazon, let’s make it easy for them
 to get to our catalog.

LibX!

and

Library Lookup Greasemonkey extension.



LibX

Greasemonkey script



LibX

Greasemonkey script











Let’s also make it easy to link TO Amazon
 and other places FROM our catalogs.



Imagine this in our systems

“send search to”

Amazon
Wikipedia

Google
Google Scholar
Google Print

Worldcat 
Article databases

Look this up in:  Amazon, Google print, Worldcat, Wikipedia, MIT Press 



If they start with Google or Google Scholar, 
let’s also make it easy to send 
the same search to our tools.

and back again.



Where are the users?

- Google
- Google Scholar
- Google Print
- Wikipedia
- Amazon
- iTunes
- Facebook
- Stellar (course management system at MIT)
- MIT departmental web sites
- faculty web sites at other institutions



Provide RSS feeds.

Create podcasts and screencasts.

Offer browser extensions, such as LibX.

Continue with SFX and Google Scholar.

Embed our metasearch tools in 
course pages.

Things we can do:



Begin with RSS











Latest stories from 
Science category of our 

blog embedded here 



There is a lot you can do with RSS.



my.yahoo.com



my.yahoo.com



Make a portal filled with relevant RSS feeds
 for a topic or for your university or community.



Many vendors of our databases offer RSS feeds,
 especially for a saved search.

Save the results of a search and embed it in a portal.



We’ll soon have RSS feeds for new books, 
generated from our OPAC.



Podcasting



Podcasting

An RSS feed with an audio or video file attached.

An easy way to subscribe to series of audio/video content.

(It’s not live).
(It’s not for iPods only).



Podcasts linked from the MIT home page





We’re working on 
podcasts from the 

libraries.



Podcasting ideas:

- read a 5-minute summary of our news blog top 
stories

- interview librarians about interesting projects

- one-minute tips

- interview key players about the future of scholarly 
communication

- screencasts for tips and “how to’s”



Imagine one-minute tips from the MIT Libraries

Modeled after “One Minute Tip” podcast







What about the “trusted network” ideas?



So many community features available now:

- Social bookmarking
- Tagging
- Comments
- Reviews
- Rating
- Popularity rankings 
     (circ stats and e-resource usage stats)





LibraryThing is great for this!



User tagging, ratings, and more



Currently created manually



We could use LibraryThing





Use their widgets to create code to 
paste in any web page





Click title and you’re in LibraryThing 
(social info page)



LibraryThing (book info page)



From there click “Find in a Library”



Put in 
your zip 
code and 
get local 
libraries





Click book cover and you’re in Amazon

From there use LibX to get to your OPAC



Click book cover and you’re in Amazon

From there use LibX to get to your OPAC

(or Greasemonkey script)



Or use Book Burro



Conclusions



It’s getting easier to embed and connect everything.



That’s a key aspect of “web 2.0”
and 

“library 2.0.”



“Mashups”



Recent library mashup competition.





It’s also getting easier to build in community and “trust.”



that’s another key aspect of “web 2.0” 
and 

“library 2.0”



http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Web_2.0

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Web_2.0
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Web_2.0


- the network as platform

- software as a continually updating service

- consuming and remixing data from multiple sources

- providing your data and services in a form that 
allows remixing by others

- an “architecture of participation”

Web 2.0



- spend years study and comparing pros and cons of 
commercial systems

- plan multi-year implementation process

- buy one system from one vendor

- buy more systems

- systems proliferate

- systems are separate (“silos”)

Old way of working



- modular components

- buy, build, borrow

- set up prototypes and beta 
services

- free the data and allow mixing 
and matching

- keep studying the users

- when new technologies appear, 
plug them in as components

New way of working



Carliss Y. Baldwin and Kim B. Clark.

In their book Design Rules: The Power of Modularity, they argued
that when there is a lot of technological uncertainty, the fastest way
to find the best solution is to permit lots of independent experiments.
That requires modular designs rather than tightly integrated
systems.

“Power of modularity”

MIT Press, 2000



Remember:
Successful systems extend the users’ work practice.



Design works best when it models user behavior. 

    -Joshua Porter



We should look for ways to understand and
extend the practice of our users.



Go forth and embed!



Rethinking how we provide bibliographic services for the University of 
California. Bibliographic Services Task Force. December 2005.
http://libraries.universityofcalifornia.edu/sopag/BSTF/Final.pdf

Perceptions of Libraries and Information Resources. OCLC Reports, 
2005.
http://www.oclc.org/reports/2005perceptions.htm

The Changing Nature of the Catalog and Its Integration with Other 
Discovery. Library of Congress, 17 March 2006.
http://www.loc.gov/catdir/calhoun-report-final.pdf

The eXtensible Catalog Project: an open-source online system that will 
unify access to traditional and digital library resources. Jennifer Bowen 
and David Lindahl, University of Rochester, 2006.
http://www.extensiblecatalog.info/?page_id=7

Key reports with similar findings 
& recommendations to ours
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